
 

 

 

Universal Electric 
Chafer Heater  

 

 

 

Made in U.S.A. 

 Designed to maintain the proper serving temperature 
without the need for open flame  

 Sized to fit standard fuel cup openings  

 Spring-loaded element maintains full contact with the 
water pan for efficient heat transfer  

 Lighted switch glows when heater is turned on (US 
model)  

 Choose from two power settings  

 Six foot long grounded cord  

 Only one chafer heater needed per full size 
chafer  

 

Item # Description Voltage Watts AMPS Plug Case Lot 

  

 46060 Universal Chafer Heater 120 160/275 2.3 NEMA 5-15P 1 
  

 
 

Mirage® Drop-in Induction Ranges/Warmers 
  

 

 

Mirage® standard drop-in induction ranges use cutting edge technology to provide efficiencies of 90% or more. They are approximately 40% 
more efficient than electric or gas ranges. 

 Cutting-edge dial control with high-speed power and temperature adjustment - includes 1-180 minute timer function  

 Designed for commercial sauté and warming stations  

 Countersunk installation creates sleek, easy-to-clean counter work surface  

 Bright LED digital readout is easy to see  

 Temperature memory - powers up to the last used temperature setting  

 100% factory bench tested for ultimate quality control  

 "Hot" warning display for safety  

 6' (183 cm) cord and plug  

 5950145 is a warming unit only - not a cooking range  

Item # Description 

 

Dimensions 

 

Voltage KW Amps Plug Case Lot 

 
Max Pan Size  

IN (CM) 

(W x D x H)  

IN (CM) 

Cutout Dimensions  

IN (CM 

  

 
59501 Drop-in Cooking Range 14 (35.6) 

121/2 x 141/2 x 27/8  

(31.8 x 36.8 x 7.3) 
113/4 x 133/8 120 AC 1.4 12 5-15P 1 

 
 

 5950145 
Commercial Drop-in Warmer 

14 (35.6) 121/2 x 141/2 x 27/8  

(31.8 x 36.8 x 7.3) 

113/4 x 133/8 120 AC .45 3.8 5-15P 1 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Induction Buffet Table 

 

Elegant veneers and solid surface counters with cutting-edge Mirage® induction drop-in warmers combine for an elegant yet functional 
buffet table. Use with Vollrath's classic Intrigue™ induction chafers for the ultimate presentation. 

 Solid maple construction, 5 standard stain colors: 
Clear Maple 
Standard Walnut 
Dark Cherry 
Medium Oak 
Dark Red Mahogany  

 Available in 60" lengths with 3 induction hob stations, or 76" with 4 induction hob stations  

 Available with wood laminate or solid surface tops that provide clean, sleek presentation  

 Generous 30˝ table width provides plenty of space for large capacity induction chafers as well as a dinner plate rest area  

 Features Vollrath's cutting-edge Mirage® Commercial Drop-In Induction Warmers (item # 5950145), mounted undercounter for 
seamless look, 5 - level controls on front face of table  

 Durable ceramic glass imprinted counter - elegant black granite - with matching wood trim  

 Overall Height: 34˝ or 36˝ with or without casters  

 Configure your own custom tables using model numbers 75522, 75523, 75524, 75525  

 Made to Order - Allow 6 weeks lead time  

 

Custom Solutions 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information, contact your sales rep: 

 

Phone: (800) 521-5410 

Web: www.harbourfood.com 

Email: info@harbourfood.com 


